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Thank Yous
“Today the AFR Honor Guard honored my
grandpa as we laid him to rest. Clair Duggan
was a volunteer fireman for 30ish years with
Butler County Fire District No. 1. Having the
engine he, my dad, uncle and cousin rode
during their volunteer service at his final resting place was so appreciated and brought
back many memories for our family. Thank
you to those fire personnel standing at attention in front of the station as the processional
passed. My grandpa was so proud of his service to the Andover community, and we
were so proud of him. Thank you Mike Roosevelt and Andover Fire Rescue. I know grandpa was just tickled as he looked down upon
us today! God Bless all of you!”
Best, Tracy Evans Ingram

“I wanted to thank you for coming to Derrick’s pinning ceremony this
evening. I was so proud to have Andover Fire and Rescue present. You
have all helped my son in ways I never could have imagined. You will
forever be a part of our family and I cannot express my gratitude to
each and every one of you who played a role in Derrick’s path to becoming a firefighter. Thank you so much for everything you have done,
and what you will continue to do. You are the best!”
Much love,
Billy (Derrick’s mom)
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Message from the Chief
What an honor it has been to serve you in 2018! Andover Fire-Rescue continues to focus
on the safety, health and economic viability of our entire community.
In November of 2017, the City of Andover and Andover Fire-Rescue received the results of
a comprehensive fire services study performed by CityGate. The 33 findings by CityGate
led to 18 recommendations. Your fire department has been working hard to evaluate those
recommendations and implement changes where needed. One of the most impactful of
these recommendations was the halt of AFR’s response to low acuity calls at local care
centers. This change was implemented as a pilot program in April of 2018 and produced
overwhelmingly positive results. AFR was able to safely withhold response approximately
Fire Chief
30-35 times per month for the remainder of 2018; saving nearly 400 runs for the year. All
Chad Russell
this efficiency was found without a single negative incident! When we say we are committed to safety and efficiency, we mean it!
A significant recommendation was to evaluate the current 25-year-old station as we have begun to be severely cramped for space. In 2018, we began working with all stakeholders to assure that the right decisions are made for our community for today and the future. The current station was built for a volunteer department
with no overnight staffing. At present, 5 firefighters and 2 EMS technicians are in the building 24/7 plus 4 admin
staff during the weekdays. One example of space constraints is your firefighters are sleeping in a space that was
once a closet. Housing of modern fire apparatus is also a major factor. Each new modern apparatus must be evaluated and possibly downsized because they won’t fit in the current station. On top of space issues, Andover has also
grown in size the last 25 years. Our community stretches quite a distance north to south making response times
challenging in the city, let alone the fire district. This whole discussion will culminate in a decision about when it will
be the right time to pull the trigger and build new stations. We hope to continue to work with a supportive community
and council in making the right decisions at the right time.
Another positive change in 2017 that is bearing fruit in our 2018 report is the hiring of a training captain. Captain
Chris Matson was promoted from Lieutenant in 2017 and has been working diligently to improve the level of service
AFR provides our neighbors. Training hours increased 35% in 2018 along with more robust and accurate record
keeping. Further details are explained in the training section of this report. Capt. Matson has also been working hard
to further develop relationships with our emergency services neighbors. We greatly appreciate each of the relationships we have fostered through the years and our collective renewed interest in working together.
For many years, the members of AFR have been ready to serve the community 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
responding to all types of emergencies in order to keep the community and its members safe. We continue these
traditions today and strive to provide the best possible services to our community.
Thank you all so much for your support. We look forward with excited anticipation for all the wonderful things our
community will accomplish together. Stop by and see us, we would love to show you around!
Sincerely,
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AFR Organization

The Andover community is proudly served by 35 uniformed personnel. Of those, 18 are
full time career members plus 1 administration, 7 are part time and 9 are volunteer reserves.
A Chief Officer is assigned for every shift. Each shift also contains 5 firefighters operating
from station one at 911 N. Andover Road.
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Meet Your AFR Members

Fire Chief
Chad Russell

Deputy Chief/
Fire Marshal
Mike Roosevelt

Captain/EMT
Rocky Craig

Lieutenant/EMT
Dennis Smith

Captain/EMT
Gary Elliott

Lieutenant/AEMT
Frank Shaw

Division Chief
Andy Saville

Firefighter/AEMT
Aaron Parker

Firefighter/EMT
Phil Pantleo
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Training Captain/ Admin. Assistant
AEMT
Felicia Massey
Chris Matson

Firefighter/AEMT Firefighter/EMT
Brian Landers
Alex Clark

Firefighter/EMT Firefighter/EMT
Joey Donaldson Jeremy Tuxhorn

Meet Your AFR Members

Captain/EMT
Chad Cheslic

Lieutenant/EMT Firefighter/AEMT
John Gabriel
Stephen Cullinane

Firefighter/AEMT
Cory Mattke

Firefighter/EMT
Justin Luinstra

Firefighter/EMT
LJay Geist

Firefighter/EMT
Jason Emley

Firefighter/EMT
Chase Ozbun

Firefighter/EMT
Jeremy Helsel

Firefighter/
Paramedic
Mike Lewis

Firefighter/EMT
Nathan Juresic
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Meet Your AFR Members

Firefighter/EMT
Jay Robertson

Firefighter
Kristen Dexter

Firefighter/EMT
Jack Elliott

Firefighter/EMT
Jeremy Davis

Firefighter/EMT
Raymond Gestring

Firefighter/EMT
Alyssa Anderson

Firefighter
Levi Dorsch

Firefighter/EMT
Derrick Burl, Jr.

Firefighter/EMT
Chris Sutton

We would like to acknowledge our AFR team members who have served 5 or more years with the
department. Your service and dedication is greatly appreciated. Thank You!

5 years

10 Years

20 Years

Stephen Cullinane - 2010

John Gabriel - 2004

Aaron Parker - 1995

Justin Luinstra - 2010

Chad Cheslic - 2006

Andy Saville - 1996

Cory Mattke - 2006

Rocky Craig - 1998

15 Years

25 years

Chris Matson - 2000

Gary Elliott - 1991

Alex Clark - 2012

Frank Shaw - 2000

Mike Roosevelt - 1991

Jay Robertson - 2013

Phil Pantleo - 2002

Dennis Smith - 1992

Jeremy Helsel - 2011
Kristen Dexter - 2012
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Thank Yous
AFR greatly appreciates all the kind letters, emails and thank you notes we receive from our friends and neighbors each year. We are truly touched by the notes that we receive from our elementary school kids! Thank you
all for allowing Andover Fire-Rescue to serve you and our community.

“Well, lets just say Andover Fire-Rescue are the most amazing group! . . . .
. The kids were ecstatic about being able to sit in a fire truck and press
buttons, and talk to real firemen! I had so many parents tell me how their
kid just loves fire trucks and had sooo much fun! . . . . I’m pretty sure he
will be talking about it for a long time!”
Aisha Waite
Facebook Comment
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Vehicle Replacement
Plan
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Vehicle Replacement Plan

Andover Fire-Rescue began an in depth analysis of our
entire fire department operation. With the inception of
the Vehicle Replacement Plan in 2014, our intent of the
analysis was to do everything possible to provide a safe,
healthy, economically viable community.

fire apparatus, an overview of the organizational goals
and service demands of AFR, a comparative analysis of
the fire apparatus replacement programs in other jurisdictions and a proposed apparatus replacement schedule.

During this analysis we learned quite a bit about our
apparatus fleet. An outside company of certified emergency vehicles technicians were hired to evaluate the
entire fleet.

It is a generally accepted fact that fire apparatus, like all
types of mechanical devices, have a finite life. There are
at least three different life cycles of a
fire apparatus: service, technological and economic.

This analysis showed that a strategic plan was needed
to secure the future and safety of our fleet. One of the
most important factors in the ability of Andover FireRescue (AFR) is to assist the public and save lives is a
safe, adequate fleet of emergency vehicles. With personnel being the most expensive, vehicle replacement
is also a major cost in fire department operations order
to maximize firefighter capabilities and minimize their
risk of injuries, it is imperative that fire apparatus be
equipped with the latest safety features and operating
capabilities. If these services are to be provided without
interruption, fire apparatus must be maintained in superior operating condition and should be promptly replaced
when adequate performance levels can no longer be
assured. With the importance and impact of the fleet
being so large I felt it was imperative that we assess the
condition of the existing fleet, identify the necessary apparatus requirements to meet the mission of the department and recommend a manageable replacement
schedule. The efforts of staff have culminated in a comprehensive vehicle study that included a survey of all

There are also immeasurable costs.
Service life is
when a piece of
equipment is capable of performing
its duty. The technological life is how the older apparatus compares with
newer, especially as it pertains to safety technology.(i.e.,
ABS, air bags, rollover protection, etc.) The economic
life is the total cost of a vehicle’s expenses over a given
period of time. As units age, they cost more and more
to operate and maintain.
Life Cycle of
Fire Apparatus

Major factors in economic life are: costs of depreciation,
operation, fuel, oil, maintenance repairs, downtime replacement, obsolescence, inventory control and operator training. The fire apparatus replacement intervals of
AFR were based exclusively on the estimated effects of
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age on the useful life span and was the basis of prompting this research. However, this practice failed to take
into account other variables that affect the useful life
span of fire apparatus.

companies, 13 years for tender companies, 9 years for
staff vehicles and 28 years for the quint. The average
age of the entire fleet is 13.25 years. During the past
few years of the VRP being in place, we’ve replaced our
Quint with a new Aerial Ladder Truck, our oldest engine
with a new Pumper Engine and our Chief Vehicle with a
new Tahoe. Currently, a committee has been formed to
research costs, technology and safety amenities for a
new Brush truck.

Using the formulas from APWA (American Public Works
Association) allows us to objectively evaluate each apparatus on an annual basis and make better decisions
on when exactly to replace them. By using objective
evaluations and data acquired from a more robust collection program, we can make a more informed decision
when a particular apparatus should be replaced. With
that, planning well in advance for these large purchases
allows us to better prepare for the expenditures.

Firefighters depend heavily on the performance capabilities of these vehicles when delivering emergency services to protect life, property, and the environment.
Therefore, the Vehicle Replacement Plan continues to
play a vital role as AFR moves forward with expenditures in safe and technical rescue apparatus.

The survey of the current fire apparatus indicates that
the average ages of primary apparatus have reached
16.6 years for engine companies, 13 years for brush

In the chart below, the Vehicle Replacement Plan, (VRP), is based on replacement points and rates the apparatus
in (4) different categories: Condition 1: Excellent, Condition II: Good, Condition III: Qualifies for Replacement
and Condition IV: Needs Immediate Consideration.
Currently, (2) apparatus show they are a Category IV and (6) that are a Category III. Your AFR firefighters commit
to regular service checks and maintenance to keep our apparatus running efficiently so we are ready in your time of
need. Our priority is to provide safe and effective apparatus to service our community while also minimizing costs,
repairs and premature replacement.
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AFR Apparatus
Your fire trucks are quite active in the Andover community. They can be seen during community events like GAD or
the Police/Fire Festival, school public education events or tours at the fire station. No matter where we go, your
trucks are always ready for emergency response. Your firefighters keep your trucks well maintained and cared for
to reassure they are ready in a moment’s notice.
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Training/
Fire Prevention
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Message from the
Training Specialist
To our Andover community:
I would first like to begin with a short introduction. I am Capt. Chris Matson, Training Specialist
for Andover Fire-Rescue. In late 2017, I was honored to be chosen by AFR for this newly created position. Although I have held my position for the past year as Training Specialist, I have
been a member of Andover Fire-Rescue for over 18 years. One of my main objectives is to assist in assuring all of your AFR firefighters have the most up-to-date skills and knowledge to be
well prepared in providing emergency assistance in YOUR time of need.

Capt. Chris Matson

Your firefighters have been busy and working very hard for you over this past year! I would like to relay some training
statistics. Overall, AFR has logged more than 8,300 hrs. of training! In 2017, 5,300 hrs. were reported, making this an
increase of 35% in training hours. Of those reported hours, almost 600 were in the medical recertification field, 4,200
hrs. were ISO (Insurance Service Office) accepted and over 3,500 hrs. of all other types and classifications; examples
being:
Physical Fitness — Active Threat Training — NIMS Certification — Water & Rope Rescue—Auto Extrication
Not only do your firefighters train in our Kansas fire departments and training facilities; many of the AFR team travel
outside our region to other states in order to obtain education and
“One of my main objectives is
training in fire rescue. Oklahoma, Texas, California and Maryland are
just a short list your firefighters traveled to in 2018 for education/
to assist in assuring all of your
training. Your AFR personnel attended several different fire schools
AFR firefighters have the most
covering multiple topics taught by accredited National Fire Service
up-to-date skills and knowledge
Instructors. An abbreviated list of training topics includes: Firefighter
to be well prepared in
Safety & Survival, Investigation & Prevention, Hazardous Materials,
providing emergency assistance
Confined Space, Peer Fitness and Peer Mental Health. AFR was
in YOUR time of need.”
also granted the awesome opportunity to partner with McConnell Air
Force Base in performing live fire training maneuvers at their Air Base training facility.

As we move forward and I continue my positon as the Training Specialist, I am committed to assist your firefighters in
the enhancement of their knowledge and skills to provide a safe environment for you, your family and our entire Andover community.
Sincerely,

Capt. Chris Matson
Training Specialist
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Training Hours Statistics
(Pictured Right) - This graphic shows the
hours/percentage of training accrued in 2018.

(Pictured Below) - This list is a detailed breakdown of the training/hours earned in 2018
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Training
Training, whether hands-on or sitting in a classroom is a major part of a firefighter’s curriculum on a regular basis. Whether the training is to stay current on certifications or learning new and improved life saving procedures, you can be assured
your AFR personnel are doing just that. The following areas are just a few of highlights of training AFR worked on in 2018:

Medical Training

Vehicle Extrication

Your firefighters are required to train regularly and obtain several
CE hours in medical training each year to maintain their EMT/
AEMT and Paramedic certifications. AFR works closely with BuCo
EMS to obtain training.

Vehicle Extrication training gives AFR personnel the opportunity to
work with the extrication (jaws of life) equipment. Different scenarios
are set up to train for entrapment situations and utilize the tools in a
quick, efficient and a safe manner.

Forced Door Entry

Ladder Operations

For years, AFR has partnered with F.O.O.L.S. (Fraternal Order of
Leatherheads Society) where they have supplied the equipment and
training for Forced Door Entry training. Various techniques are used
during this training to gain entry in different types of structures.

Whether it be the ladders on the truck or ladders carried to the scene,
ladder operations is a necessary training for AFR firefighters. There
are several training times scheduled to work with ladder maneuvers
and climbing in a safe and timely manner.
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Training
Live Burn Training
McConnell AFB
In 2018, AFR received an invitation to attend Live Burn training offered
by McConnell AFB at their training site. This training is a great educational tool to teach our FIT candidates and our newer personnel proper
procedure and techniques in fire service while being in a controlled atmosphere to reduce risk of injury. Our special thanks to McConnell AFB
for the invitation!

F.I.T. Academy/Graduation
Firefighter In Training
Andover Fire offers a 24 Week / One Day a Week Firefighter in Training
(FIT) Academy. During time in the Academy, the candidates will become
proficient at many firefighting tasks. Upon successful completion of the
Academy, the FIT candidates will become part of AFR’s Reserve staff.
AFR hold 2-3 graduation ceremonies during a calendar year for our
incoming FIT graduates to celebrate their success with their families and
staff personnel.
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Training
Water and Hose Training

National Fire Academy

Emmitsburg, MD
The National Fire Academy (NFA) works to enhance the ability of
fire and emergency services and allied professionals to deal more
effectively with fire and related emergencies. Each year free training
courses and programs are offered at the campus in Emmitsburg,
MD. Most courses are 5 to 6 day class. Several AFR firefighters
have had the opportunity to attend at least one course at the NFA..

During a structure fire, water supply and the handling/
control of a fire hose with several pounds of active water
pressure are two major components to extinguishing the
fire in a timely manner. These types of training exercises
are worked on frequently within the department.

Entanglement Training

VES Training
VES Training is an
aggressive rescue
technique used in
extreme situations of
fire rescue. AFR personnel work on this
type of training at “the
cabin”, AFR’s training
site located in Andover Central Park. Just
like many tactics in
the fire service, VES
is a page in the playbook that firefighters
can effectively utilize
when there is an
immediate chance for
rescue.

Firefighters entering a hazardous environment always run the risk
of entanglement from numerous sources. Deaths resulting from
entanglement in wires, cables, or other such hazards are a major
challenge to fire personnel. These exercises are practiced throughout the year to bring familiarity to these types of scenarios and
allow the training to be conducted in a controlled, safe environment. These exercises are conducted to provide experience allowing less chance of panic in a real life occurrence.

This particular procedure was utilized
during an incident
that occurred in September of 2018.
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(Vent-Enter-Search)

Training
Andover Fire was given the extraordinary opportunity to utilize a local resident’s 100 year old farmhouse for training exercises and per the request of the homeowners . . . Burn it to the ground! Captain Matson coordinated the details with
the homeowners to use the farmhouse for more than a week’s worth of training for all available personnel. Almost all of
your firefighters were available to train in at least one or more of the training exercises. The types of training involved
throughout the week before burning the structure were: Search and Rescue of Occupants, VEIS (Vent, Enter, Isolate
and Search), Ventilation Techniques, Fire Flow Paths training and Live Burn Training. We would like to thank the McNett
Family for allowing us the extra training opportunity and fish fry they provided! We wish them well and we hope they are
enjoying their new dream home that they built in the same location.
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Message from the Fire Marshal
Spotlight on Safety 2018
2018 was a creative & complex year in the Andover Fire Marshal’s Office. In addition to the normal Fire Investigations, Plan review & Inspection activities for new and remodeled commercial
occupancies, we were presented with the opportunity to work with USD 385 & the Wichita Metropolitan Area Building and Construction Department (MABCD) on the 10 individual Bond issue
construction projects in the Andover School system. We were able to mesh the experience and
expertise of both offices as well as the City of Andover (CoA) building department to get all the
projects underway in a timely fashion amid major code revision inside the City of Andover.

Fire Marshal
Mike Roosevelt

AFR undertook the process of code evaluation and revision to update the 2003 International Fire Code (IFC) adopted in
2007 to the 2012 version of that document. This was an intricate balance of amendments to meet the local needs of the
CoA. There were modifications to the regulations pertaining to open burning and fireworks to name a few. The Code
was adopted late in 2018 becoming enforceable March 1, 2019.
Fire prevention and community education outreach are always high on the priority list for the prevention team. AFR
spent many hours in the schools meeting with students during the Fire Prevention Week (FPW) activities as well as
many Station tours and preschool visits both on location and in house throughout the year. The trading card program
continues to be popular with all age groups (including adults) and we now have a series of 10 cards.
Partnerships are paramount to public safety. AFR presented at several Chamber of Commerce meetings, partnered with
the Butler County Animal Rescue Team (BuCART) at the second annual Andover Senior Fair and provided literature at
Greater Andover Days and the Police & Fire Festival. New for 2018 was a Public Safety Messaging campaign as a
piece of the overall Community Risk Reduction efforts. AFR Graphics designer Felicia Massey developed and continues
to do so with seasonal PSA messages that are displayed in partnership with many Andover area businesses who have
digital monument signs. The messages range from Candle Safety to Emergency Exit Planning, to Severe Weather
Awareness and beyond. We also have mirror signage on our AFR Facebook page and in the form of yard signage in a
few areas that have no digital sign board presence. To date we have produced 9 signs with more in the design pipeline.
The signs rotate on approximately 20 day cycles to keep the message fresh.

Though not directly tied to the Fire Marshal’s office but an intricate part of AFR’s public presence was activities in support of the Red Bud Trail, USD 385 Turkey Trot, Andover Chamber Safe Halloween, CoA Hometown Christmas, Andover Caring & Sharing, the Summer Concert Series, The National Fireworks Association Convention, National Night Out,
the Andover Police & Fire Festival and of course Greater Andover Days.
Safety is what you make of it.

Mike Roosevelt
Deputy Chief/Fire Marshal
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Fire Prevention Programs/Projects
Fire Prevention Month

Free Smoke Detectors

On Site and Off Site

A faulty smoke detector contributed to a
fatality in the Mecca
Acres housing complex. AFR immediately sprung into action,
offering free smoke detectors and installation to
the Mecca Acres residents. Captain Rocky Craig
led this program by having a team hand out flyers to the residents and publicizing the effort on
our Facebook page. To date, this program led to
18 smoke detectors being installed just in this
small neighborhood.

The month of October is very busy for Andover Fire-Rescue. This
year’s NFPA National Fire Prevention Week was publicized
from October 7-13 in 2018.
However, due to the overwhelming participation we receive from our local schools and
day care programs, AFR books
on site and off site visits during
the whole month of October.
Here are some of the photos of
our Fire Prevention visits
in 2018.

Senior Health Fair
AFR is honored
to be a part of
the Andover
Senior Health
Fair every year.
Deputy Chief Roosevelt takes the lead with this
event and builds the presentation to the specific
topic of discussion each year. Thank you to
Director, Sonya Drake and her team for allowing us to be a part of this event.

PSAs
Public Service Announcements (PSAs) are being posted on several local
business digital boards and
signage is being posted
around the local parks and
trails throughout Andover.
Keep your eyes out on
these postings throughout
the year for Fire Prevention
messages from AFR.
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In Memoriam
In January of 2018, Andover Fire members had the honor to
attend a 99th birthday party for Donnalea Haynes; a local resident and member of the Andover Senior Center. AFR presented her with a “special birthday” helmet for the occasion and
took a few photos with the guest of honor. Sadly, Donnalea
passed away just days shy of her 100th Birthday in December
2018. We were blessed to know Donnalea and we know she
is missed by many.

In Memory of

Donnalea Haynes

01-05-1919
12-21-2018
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Department Budget/
Equipment Costs
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Department Budget
The operation of a fire department is very costly in the
communities to which they serve. Because there are no
charges for the services provided, there are no monies to
replenish the cost of their operations. However the safety
and well-being of every person living in or passing through
our district is priceless! It should be noted that the stewardship of the monies entrusted to us is something we
take very seriously. Although our operation spends money,
we also work hard to SAVE YOU MONEY! Having a fully

staffed department and a well equipped fire department is
the basis for you to receive lower fire insurance premiums.
Our hard work to preserve the safety, health and economic
viability in our community , allows your insurance premiums to be much lower than they would be in other communities. See ISO INFORMATION on Page 32.
The spreadsheet below allocates expenditures of the department budget . Listed below, are the Approved Budget
numbers of 2018, and actuals spent in 2017.
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G

rant funding is a major asset to a fire department’s budget. AFR is very fortunate
to have a staff member who has taken on
the role of grant writer. Lt. Dennis Smith has done
an exceptional job in this position. Since 2015, Lt.
Smith has acquired over $500,000 of government
grants for the department! Credit also goes out to
Lt. Stephen Cullinane and FF John Gabriel for acquiring a $20,000 grant from Firehouse Subs.
These monies have obtained items from PPE and
fire hose equipment to gaining the department 3
more full time firefighters for a 2 year period at NO
cost to the city or to you!
The graphic pictured left, shows the grants that AFR
has been awarded since 2015. A special thanks to
Lt. Smith for his outstanding efforts to acquire these
funds for AFR and the City of Andover. Great Job!

Fire apparatus and fire protective equipment is expensive! They are also vitally important to the mission of the fire department. We need fire apparatus to start and run quickly and safely every time!
Fire grows extremely rapidly! For every second in delay, the fire in your building is destroying more and more property.
For every second in delay, the fire in your building is spewing out hundreds of millions of particles of harmful chemicals
that can kill you and your family. The fact of the matter is that you deserve a rapid, effective and efficient response. We
can only provide that if we have adequate personnel, equipment, training and vehicles. If we cannot get to the scene
quickly, we cannot do our jobs quickly.
The next two pages, (Pg. 29 and Pg. 30), is a visual presentation of the costs it takes to have efficient fire apparatus,
tools and personal protective equipment for emergency calls that our firefighters go to daily. Although the costs may seem
extreme and exorbitant; our utmost priority is to have effective and efficient equipment for the safety and protection of our
community members and their property.
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Statistics

I

SO or Insurance Service Office comes to every fire department in the state and evaluates our entire

operation. When they complete their entire evaluation, they give us a grade to signify how equipped our department is to handle the business of being a fire department. Most insurance companies then use that
grade to set your fire insurance rates. Some of the items they evaluate are:

> Water supply system

> How many firefighters are working

> Dispatch circuits

> How many hours of training for firefighters

> Building codes

> How many fire engines

> Hydrant test records

> How many ladder trucks

And many more items!
In Andover and Fire District 1, we earned the grade of a class 3 fire department in 2016. As you can see below, that
puts us in the top 69 (6%) of departments in the state. This is very good news for you! Not only does it mean we
are doing a lot of things correctly to be a good fire department and handle your emergency, but it also means that
your fire insurance premiums are some of the best in the state.
In order to protect the safety, health and economic viability of our community, we continually strive to lower our ISO
rating. (get a better grade) To accomplish that takes a commitment from the entire community.
Nationwide
The two charts shown ISO Rankings for both Nationwide and
Kansas rankings. Class 10 depicts the lowest ISO ranked
departments and Class 1 would be the highest ranked.
Nationwide Chart:
In this chart, per the latest ISO Mitigation data, there are
41,177 rated fire departments in the U.S. Of those fire departments, your fire department is rated in the top 3 Classes
(totaling 5,435 fire departments) ranking us in the top 7.6%.
This data was reported from ISO Mitigation website:
www.isomitigation.com/ppc/program-works

Kansas
Kansas Chart:
In this chart, per the latest ISO Mitigation data, there are
1,015 rated fire departments in the U.S. Of those fire departments, your fire department is rated in the top 3 Classes
(totaling 74 fire departments) ranking us in the top 13.7%
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2018 Incidents
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2018 Incidents
The chart below shows the number of incidents that Andover Fire-Rescue handled over the past 10 years. In 2018, AFR
reports a decrease in calls from the previous year. This decrease is in part by the halt of AFR’s response to low acuity
calls at local care centers.

As AFR continues to find ways to elevate the level of safety, health and economic viability in our fire district, we unfortunately continue to experience overlapping calls. This means we have more than one request for service at a time. In
2018, this happened 269 times. AFR is committed to innovate new ideas and service levels to lessen the strain on
our resources.

OVERLAPPING CALLS
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2018 Incidents
Service requests were spread fairly evenly again in 2018 throughout the week, with Thursday marked as the
busiest day, closely followed by Friday and Wednesday coming in third.

In 2018, between 7AM and 7PM is when we received the most requests for service.
Highest peak hours were at 1-2PM followed closely by 5-6PM
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2018 Mutual Aid

M

utual Aid amongst fire departments is
a vitally important component in the
fire services. Many times a situation
occurs requiring more emergency service personnel to arrive for a better outcome. Whether it be a
threat to loss of property or loss of life, sometimes
the emergency is too large for one department to
handle alone. AFR has agreements in place with
the surrounding districts for just these instances;
making sure that we continue to preserve the safety, health and economic viability to all persons living in or passing through our district.

The diagrams pictured on this page, show the
Mutual Aid that was “received” and “given” by
AFR. Rose Hill Fire was our largest mutual aid
contributor and we provided the most aid to Benton Fire in 2018.
Although mutual aid efforts may not be an equal
partnership at all times between the districts; the
focus of these agreements is to work together
when a larger team response is in demand. AFR
works hard to provide aid when needed and we
continue to strive to be good neighbors in and
outside our response area.
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Awards/
Special Recognitions
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Awards/Special Recognitions
Andover Fire-Rescue takes great
pride in the men and women who
serve in the department. In this
report, we would like to
acknowledge and reflect on some
of the awards and special recognitions received in
2018. Our personnel strive to uphold the Mission
and Vision of AFR daily and are committed to
serving their community with Respect, Honor, Integrity, Duty and Unity.

(Pictured above: Chief Roosevelt and C Shift Crew, receiving
Life Safety Achievement Award at City Council meeting.)

CAPTAIN/LIEUTENANT

LIFE SAFETY ACHIEVEMENT

PROMOTIONS

AWARD 2017
Since 1994, NASFM Fire Research & Education
Foundation along with Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance
Company present the Life Safety Achievement (LSA)
Award which recognizes fire departments for outstanding fire safety statistics and effective fire prevention programs during the preceding calendar year. For
the fourth consecutive year, Andover Fire-Rescue
was awarded this achievement for outstanding effort
in fire and life safety. This recognition is in part by the
initiative of Deputy Chief/Fire Marshal, Mike Roosevelt in the submission of the application on the department’s behalf. AFR takes great pride in our fire statistics and fire prevention program and work hard each
year to keep our community safe.

(Pictured above: Lt. Frank Shaw, Lt. Stephen Cullinane,
Capt. Chris Matson, Capt. Chad Cheslic)

In 2018, AFR held a promotion ceremony to recognize (2) new Captains and (2) new Lieutenants for the
department. We would like to congratulate: Captain
Chris Matson, Training Specialist, Captain Chad
Cheslic, C Shift, Lieutenant Frank Shaw, B Shift and
Lieutenant Stephen Cullinane, C Shift. Since their
promotions, they have represented AFR notably and
have proven their leadership ability and outstanding
work ethic.
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2018
FIREFIGHTER
OF
THE YEAR
Each year, AFR members vote for
the recipient they feel most deserves to be recognized as the
Firefighter of the Year. This year’s recipient is Captain
Gary Elliott. Gary has been part of the AFR team for 27
years; beginning his career
as a volunteer firefighter
with BuCo Fire District 1
back in 1991. Capt. Elliott is
looked up to by his fellow
firefighters for his
knowledge of equipment
and his expertise in firefighting. He’s readily available and willing to step up to
any task he is assigned. We
are extremely proud and
honored to have Capt. Elliott
as a member of AFR and we
congratulate him on this
recognition bestowed to him by his peers.

Pictured Above: Chief Russell presented the Chief’s Award to this
year’s recipient, FF LJay Geist.

2018 CHIEF’S AWARD
Living the Big 4
The Chief’s Award, Living the Big 4 is a representation of
the standards that each firefighter strives to work and
live by daily at AFR. The recipient is chosen solely by
Fire Chief Russell as the personnel he believes carried
out the core values of the Big 4!:
Do Your Job
Treat People Right
Give All-Out Effort
Have an All-In Attitude.
For the second year in a row,
the honored recipient of this
award is LJay Geist. LJay has
only been with the department
for two years; beginning his
career on a SAFER grant in
2017. In that short time, LJay
has proven to be an integral
part of the AFR team. His
work ethic, determination and
optimistic attitude to any task
he’s given, has earned the
respect of his superiors and
his colleagues. We would like
to congratulate FF Geist for this well deserved honor and
we are very proud that LJay is a part of our AFR family.

Pictured Below: In Captain Elliott’s absence, Chief Russell presenting Firefighter of the Year to the B Shift crew , FF Pantleo, Lt Shaw,
FF Donaldson and FF Tuxhorn.
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2018 TENZINGA LEADERSHIP
AWARD
Since 2017, Andover
Fire-Rescue has partnered with a performance management
system known as Tenzinga. This software is
a hands-on, real-time
based software to
evaluate team members for both their accomplishments and areas that are in
need of improvement. This software has become vitally
important in annual performance evaluations for our senior leadership team. This year, AFR was asked to vote
for the individual(s) they felt represent excellence in leadership within the department. Those votes along with
statistics provided by Tenzinga, this year’s 2018 award
winner is Lt. Stephen Cullinane and Capt. Chad Cheslic
as Honorable Mention. Both Lt. Cullinane and Capt.
Cheslic proved to be respected leaders among their
peers and we congratulate them both on this award.
GREAT JOB!

Pictured Above: Chief Russell presented Shane Loy, left and Bryan
Goff, right with the 2018 Community Service Award from AFR.

2018 COMMUNITY SERVICE
AWARD: Andover YMCA
Andover Fire-Rescue takes great pride in serving their
community. We also value the relationships that we build
with our businesses within our community. Each year,
the AFR team votes on which business they wish to recognize for their contribution and dedication to AFR. We
are proud to recognize and award the Andover YMCA as

Pictured Above: Chief with Lt Stephen Cullinane, 2018 Tenzinga
Award winner.
Below: Chief with Capt. Chad Cheslic, 2018 Honorable Mention

the 2018 Community Service Award winner. On behalf of
the YMCA, Shane Loy (with his wife Nicole) and Bryan
Goff (with his fiancé Gabi) joined us at the AFR Banquet
to accept our award. From physical fitness and wellness
programs for our department, generous donation of fitness equipment and being an exemplary partner in community events, the Andover YMCA is very deserving of
this award. Congratulations to the Andover YMCA and
we look forward to continuing a long lasting partnership
with them in the years to come.
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2018 MERITORIOUS

2018 SERVICE AWARDS

SERVICE AWARD

Each year, we like to recognize our AFR members for
their years of service they’ve given to the department.
This year’s members recognized were:

Captain
Rocky Craig

20 Years

Rocky Craig

5 Years

Jay Robertson

1 Year

Jason Emley
LJay Geist

Firefighter
Alex Clark

Raymond Gestring
Nathan Juresic

A very special recognition was awarded to two AFR
members at this year’s AFR Banquet.

Mike Lewis

Our men and women train hard every day to be prepared in cases of emergency situations and crises. Their
lives and the lives of those they swore to protect are at
risk. On September 4, 2018; just happened to be one of
those days.

AFR/ADT on PRIME TIME TV
In Oct. 2018, Andover Fire-Rescue had the unique opportunity to partner with ADT Security and NVFC
(National Volunteer Fire Council) to produce a 30second commercial promoting
the large demand of Volunteer Firefighters
needed nationwide. The 30second commercial first aired on prime time television Oct. 31st during
“Chicago Fire”. Fire Chief Russell and Reserve FF Jay
Robertson (also an employee of ADT), had the distinct
pleasure to travel to Green Belt, MD to present a
$100,000 donation to the National Volunteer Fire Council on behalf of ADT. (For more information, please view
the web link: ADT.com/Volunteer)

Captain Rocky Craig and Firefighter Alex Clark made
the decision to make an aggressive VES search and
rescue attempt into a burning structure to save an individual still inside. Although the victim succumbed to his
injuries and was unable to be resuscitated, it is the valiant effort by both Capt. Craig and FF Clark that we honor and recognize. Their dedication and selfless act is a
true testament of their character and the oath they live
by as Firefighters.
Well Done!

For AFR’s assistance in promoting the volunteer program, ADT also presented a generous contribution to
Andover Fire-Rescue of $5,000. With the monies received, AFR is able to purchase a new ATV (All Terrain
Vehicle) to utilize during many events that AFR assists
within the Andover Community. A special thanks to ADT
Security and the NVFC for their support of Andover FireRescue.

Pictured Above: FF Alex Clark and Capt. Rocky Craig accepting the
Meritorious Service Award at the AFR Banquet.
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More Promotion/FIT Graduation
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Community Events
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Community Events
As your fire department works to improve and protect the safety, health and economic viability of our community,
we enjoy being involved in many community activities. Your fire department is very involved in planning many of
the events you enjoy each year.

Police & Fire Festival

Concerts in the Park

2018 was the 8th annual
Police & Fire Festival. The
P/FF is free to the public
and held in Andover Central Park each year. This
event is sponsored by our

AFR was plenty busy this past summer with the activity
going on at the new Capitol Federal Amphitheatre that
kicked off the 2018 Summer Concert Series.
The concert series
comprised of 4
concerts and included the NFA
(National Fireworks
Association)
demonstration and display which was spectacular! Your
AFR team was actively involved in first response services along with set up of the “Hydration Station” to support the 911 Firefighters Association fund. We appreciate
all the support our local community provides by coming
to our water tent and happy to report that we completed
the concert series with very minimal emergency response calls. 2019 should be another great year !

Andover Police/Fire Foundation along with several of our local businesses. The
event is held the first Saturday in June each year and
your police and fire departments are on sight to greet all
our visitors. Be looking for more information soon.

Come see us!

National Night Out

BuCART Dog Wash

National Night Out is an event that
allows AFR to visit our local neighbors in the community. It allows us to
meet our neighbors in a social environment and give them the opportunity to visit with us on services we
provide in the community. We are
honored to be a part of this event

Introduced in 2017, the BuCART (Butler County Animal
Response Team) Dog Wash
has become very popular! Due
to the outstanding support of
our Andover community, two
Dog Washes are offered at
AFR during the summer
months! Dog washes and microchipping are offered for a
suggested donation. All proceeds support BuCART and
their Animal Rescue equipment. Look for information
coming soon for dates and times of this event.

and we look forward
to seeing our neighbors every year!
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9/11 Memorial Stair Climb
For the 4th year in a row, your Andover firefighters were
a part of the
9/11 Memorial Stair
Climb held
at the Epic
Center in
Wichita, KS.
This event is
AFR at the 9/11 Stair Climb
very important to
Epic Center Wichita, KS
our men
and women at AFR. They have a
strong commitment to participate
in the event in remembering the
343 firefighters who died in the
9/11 tragedy of 2001. In 2018,
one third of AFR’s personnel participated in the Stair Climb.

Nathan Juresic at
the 9/11 Stair Climb
Kansas City, MO

LJay Geist at the
9/11 Stair Climb
New York City

That was the largest participation of
all neighboring FD’s excluding Wichita Fire. In 2018, FF LJay Geist also
climbed in Oklahoma City and was
selected to climb in New York City.
Geist has set a personal goal to
climb for all 343 firefighters.

To date, LJay has completed over 95+ climbs toward
that goal! A special recognition of that commitment was
shared at this year’s AFR Banquet. FF Nathan Juresic
also completed a stair climb with firefighters in Kansas
City, MO. AFR is very proud of our men and women and
their dedication to these events.
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Greater Andover Days

Hands2Serve

If you’ve ever attended the
Greater Andover Days
parade, you know AFR is
there! Each year we take
great pride in showing off
YOUR fire trucks! It is also
the time of the year that
we get to bring out the antique ’56

Serving our community is
something that Andover Fire
commits to everyday. When
the committee of the Hands
2 Serve group asked us to
join their efforts, it was an
easy request to fill. AFR has
become very involved with
this event and AFR enjoys providing assistance to our
neighbors each year. St. Vincent de Paul and other
church organizations developed
this community service event to
assist our local neighbors with
tasks that may not otherwise get
completed without the help of this
program. From yardwork, painting houses, trimming trees to
building ramps for our senior
neighbors; many tasks have
been accomplished through this
event. This year, Hands 2 Serve
will be held April 6, 2019. If you have projects or know a
fellow neighbor that may need assistance, please contact AFR or Michele Carlini at St. Vincent de Paul and
we can add the project to the list. Volunteers are always
needed.

fire engine which is always a crowd pleaser! AFR is actively involved with the planning and execution of GAD
and happy to help anyway we can to support the City
with this event. If you see us in the area, say “hello”! We
always enjoy hearing from our neighbors and we hope
you always have a safe and enjoyable
time during the GAD activities!

Come join us—you’ll be happy you did!
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Hometown Christmas &
Caring and Sharing
ometown Christmas & Caring and Sharing are two
events that Andover Fire looks forward to each and every
year! Andover Hometown Christmas and the Caring and
Sharing program have been helping families in need in the community
for several years now. These events continue to build more support
from the businesses and community and we work hard each year to
make sure that the families, seniors and children in need are taken care in the best way possible during the holiday season. Despite the high winds and cold temperatures, the Hometown
Christmas collection of donations, canned goods and toys was
the largest received to date. The City of Andover challenged their
departments to a Food Drive collection to kick off the Hometown
Christmas event for contributions and AFR came through for the
first place win! AFR delivered Santa safely to the Hometown
Christmas event once again this year and despite blustering winds and with a little bit of ingenuity, your firefighters successfully made the S’mores for the
crowd via “microwave”! A little more gooey
but always a crowd pleaser!
This year, the Caring and Sharing program
was able to provide over 92 families; six of
which were seniors and gifts to over 260 children in the Andover community. Due to the
overwhelming support of the community, the Caring and Sharing program was also able to provide socks, leggings and other clothing items
to local children. The names of families that are in need of assistance
are provided to the program by the Andover school counselors, Andover Community Food Pantry and our St. Vincent de Paul Society and are
contacted to determine if there is an actual need.
If you know of a family within the Andover area in need for the 2019 Caring and Sharing year, please contact:
Michele Carlini — Director, St. Vincent de Paul: (316) 733-1423
Brad Tuggle — Pastor, GraceFirst Church: (316) 733-5058
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ANDOVER FIRE-RESCUE
We are so proud to have been given the opportunity to serve
our neighbors. This is our life’s work.
We see our mission as providing excellent service to our neighbors and visitors. We do this to protect the safety, health and
economic viability of our community. At the core of our existence, we strive to DO THE RIGHT THING every day!

Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about our services.

Andover Fire-Rescue
911 N. Andover Road
Andover, KS 67002
(316) 733-1863
CRussell@AndoverKS.com

2019—A Look Ahead to the Future
Visit us on the web at:

As we move forward into 2019, AFR will
continue to strive to be good neighbors.
We would like to thank you all so much
for your continued support. Please let us
know if we may be of service to you at
any time.

www.AndoverKS.com
Follow us on Facebook at:

Andover Fire-Rescue

AFR — Protecting your safety, health and economic viability daily!
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